
Control your place with

The useful smart home system



MyPlace transforms your home  
into a smart home

CONTROL YOUR PLACE WITH MYPLACE
MyPlace makes smart home technology simple. A reliable, easy-to-use integrated system 

which gives you peace of mind when you’re away from home and comfort while you’re at home.

WORKS WITH EXISTING  
PRODUCTS
MyPlace makes smart technology 
affordable by working with existing 
items in your home, such as lights, 
fans, some motorised blinds and 
garage doors. It comes in modular 
form, allowing you to add more now 
or later.

MYPLACE IS YOUR HOME HUB
Your MyPlace Android touchscreen 
allows you to control your home 
through one simple integrated 
system, and day-to-day family life 
through one dedicated tablet. Being 
hardwired to the wall, it never needs 
recharging and never goes missing.

MYPLACE APP FOR  
ADDITIONAL CONTROL
With the MyPlace app, you can 
control your products from the 
couch, from work or from the other 
side of the world. It works with  
most smartphones and tablets  
and turns them into additional 
remote controls.

EASY TO INSTALL
There’s no need for expensive 
specialist cabling. MyPlace connects 
to your existing wiring, making it 
easy for your electrician to install in  
new or existing homes.

AUSTRALIAN MADE
MyPlace is made by Advantage Air 
 – an Australian-owned company 
committed to designing and 
manufacturing in Australia, where 
possible. From R&D to after sales 
support, we’re here to ensure you  
get the most out of your smart  
home system.
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ADD MYGARAGE  
AND ALWAYS LOCK UP

When you’re in a rush, it’s easy to forget to close the 
garage door. If it’s been left open, MyPlace sends a 
notification to your smart device. You can then use the 
MyPlace app to close it with one simple tap.

FEEL SECURE

Tap MyWelcome on the MyPlace app to turn on your 

lights before you get home.

COME HOME TO COMFORT

It takes time for air-conditioning to effectively cool  

or warm a house. By using MyPlace to turn it on before  

you get home, you always arrive home to your 

preferred temperature.

MAKE THE OUTDOORS EVEN GREATER

Entertaining alfresco? MyPlace helps you show off your 

place to its best. With the MyPlace app, you can use 

your phone to turn on the mozzie light, ceiling fan or 

outdoor lighting.

HOLIDAY INSURANCE

With MyPlace, your home always looks occupied.  

By controlling the lights and blinds, you can make it 

look like you’re home, even when you’re on the other 

side of the world.

Home smart home
MyPlace uses technology to make home even sweeter.  

It’s engineered to deliver real functionality that makes 

everyday life easier. Here are some of the useful ways it can  

make you more comfortable, safe and more secure.

With MyPlace, there are many products that can be controlled, 

so the choice is yours. Get in touch with us or visit our display 

centre for no pressure advice and to discuss what you 

would like to control. Bring in your house plans for a free, no 

obligation smart home design.

MyPlace Garage Door Alert!
Garage was open at 12.30

now



Why MyPlace is  
smart thinking

MyMonitor
MyMonitor Control Module can sense changes in motion, 

temperature and light, giving you more control than ever 

over your home.

MyMonitor enhances your existing MyAir or MyPlace 

“Scenes” and “Events” features by adding new conditions, 

these are easily setup through the apps, with no special 

home automation programming needed.

MyMonitor will let you know when your family is home;  

so if you’re running a little bit behind time you don’t  

need to worry.

Or imagine your home giving you a warm welcome 

after work, with lights coming on, air-conditioning 

at the perfect temperature and your favourite 

music playing.

With the ability to set up to 20 “Events” the uses 

are limited only by your imagination.

FUTURE FOCUSED

Tomorrow’s technology is still being invented. MyPlace has  

been engineered with the flexibility to add more products in the 

future with our modular design.

ADDS VALUE 

Smart home technology is fast becoming a must-have.  

By installing MyPlace now, you get to enjoy the comfort and 

control of living in a smart home. And if you decide to  

sell, your home is even more appealing to buyers. 

AFFORDABLE

We designed MyPlace to work with your existing wiring and 

control your existing products, making MyPlace an affordable 

smart home system that is an investment in your home.

Option to add MyAir
MYAIR

Our premium smart air-conditioning management system has 

10 zones and the power to adjust the airflow to every room, so 

you decide how much air goes where.  The MyAir smartphone 

app acts as a remote control for your air-conditioner, allowing 

you to control the system from anywhere in the world

INDIVIDUAL TEMPERATURE CONTROL (ITC): 

Option for ITC, where each room can have its own temperature 

sensor which will instruct the system to continually adjust the 

airflow to maintain the selected temperature.

MAXIMUM COMFORT:

Add MyAir air-conditioning to your MyPlace system. As it is an 

Advantage Air product, it seamlessly integrates with MyPlace.
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Our humans make MyPlace the smartest 
home system
MyPlace comes with a very helpful feature – humans. And not just 

ordinary humans, extraordinary humans.

Why do we call ourselves the humans of smart home systems? 

Because our company is founded on the basis of employing 

exceptional people, who are then valued and respected by 

the company. In return, they treat you the same way – like a 

human. Our friendly, patient humans move at a pace you are 

“Mondays are my favourite day.  
I talk to people as humans and don’t 

leave until they are happy.”

Dan
MyTeam Member

comfortable with and will help you until you are satisfied. Even if 

all we did was provide you with some helpful advice, we see that 

as a success.

We know it’s only human to want help mastering new things, 

like smart home technology, so MyTeam are here to help you 

navigate through this. You can call on MyTeam as often as you 

need – before, during and after purchase.



 

The advantage of 
Australian-made
MyPlace is designed by Advantage Air, a family-owned 

Australian company that started out designing and 

manufacturing innovative ducted air-conditioning. In the last  

20 years we have focussed more specifically on smart electronic 

control systems, including MyPlace.

In this time we have earned a reputation for producing  

reliable, world-class products that make daily life easier and 

more comfortable. We take pride in designing and creating  

an Australian product that is world class. To achieve this,  

we embrace technology and invest heavily in research  

and development.

Our ingenious engineers have developed numerous industry 

firsts and earned us a number of patents, registered designs and 

design awards in the process. We are committed to quality and 

where possible, make our components in Australia.

Our consumer support centre is also based in Australia, so you’ll 

always receive friendly, local support when you contact MyTeam.

Consumer support
At Advantage Air we are committed to the quality and user 

experience of our products, which is why we have our own 

consumer support centre. Whether it is to step you through 

an app update, assist with getting your MyPlace and your WiFi 

talking to each other, or just to go over how to get the most out 

of your system, we are here to help. You can take comfort in 

the fact that it is staffed internally, not outsourced, assuring the 

quality of advice and service you will receive.

Note: Although most apps and routers work with our touchscreens 

there will be some that are not compatible. Please let us know if 

you have issues so that we can assist where possible.

Peace of mind 
warranty
Advantage Air components are well known in the industry  

for their quality and durability. To prove our confidence, we 

provide a 2-year warranty on all electronic controls.

Wall mounted 
touchscreen
Advantage Air touchscreens are manufactured with a static 

Android version, therefore standard Android operating system 

updates are not available. Only critical Android updates will 

be allowed.

Compatibility
For details on compatible phones and  

devices please visit our website;  

www.advantageair.com.au/support

Activation code
MyPlace has an activation feature. A code may be required  

from your installer to activate your system after 21 days.
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www.advantageair.com.au/myplace

Australia

Perth 
Advantage Air AUST Pty Ltd 
115 Vulcan Road, Canning Vale
Western Australia 6155

T: +61 8 6253 0100 
F: +61 8 9456 5688 
E: contact@advantageair.com.au

Osborne Park Showroom 
391 Scarborough Beach Rd, 
Osborne Park 
Western Australia 6017

T: +61 8 6253 0150 
F: +61 8 9456 5688 
E: contact@advantageair.com.au

Brisbane 
Advantage Air (QLD) Pty Ltd 
359 Fison Avenue East, Eagle Farm, 
Queensland 4009

T: +61 7 3623 2600 
F: +61 7 3268 2366 
E: brisbane@advantageair.com.au

Sydney 
Advantage Air (NSW) Pty Ltd 
7/10 Anella Avenue, Castle Hill,  
New South Wales 2154

T: +61 2 9030 0030 
E: sydney@advantageair.com.au

South Africa

Johannesburg 
Advantage Air Africa CC 
8 Director Road, Spartan 
Kempton Park 1619

PO Box 3573 
Edenvale 1610

T: +2711 201 0600 
F: +2711 450 4317 
E: sales@advantageair.co.za 

Cape Town 
Advantage Air 
Unit 14 & 15 Drill Park,  
Drill Avenue, Montague Gardens 
Cape Town 7441

PO Box 60881 Tableview, 
Cape Town 7439

T: +2721 5518 411 / 5518 312 
F: +2721 5518 402 
E: sales@advantageair.co.za 

 

Durban 
Advantage Air KZN Pty Ltd 
Unit 1, Bella Vista Estate, 
90 Corobrik Road,  
Riverhorse Valley 4017

PostNet Suite 179 
Private Bag X04 
Dalbridge Durban 4014

T: +2731 579 4615 
F: +2731 579 3903 
E: sales@advantageair.co.za


